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1. I googled the house I got molested in

Sure enough

there it is 

not looking

too bad after 

all these years they 

even threw a coat of  green 

up there on the second level 

by that window

I am not 

there any 

more there

used to be a guy out 

smoking on the stoop I wonder where

he went 

off  I bet 

2. I googled the guy I got molested by

Damn still alive
there he is with his smile and his
eyes with those
brows still not looking
any different from before not looking
so different from the neighbors where
were they all the time in those days why 
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weren’t they 
ever looking out those 
good old days 
America so Great
good old Eighties 
good old Reagan like a great 
grandpa with his smile and those light-up
eyes on the world’s greatest stage he’s addressing 
the nation and we are gathered watching
though I 
should have run off  
to hide

3. Found: Poem I quick typed when someone walked into the room

yes please find 
me please yes
hello thank you

4. I googled the house I got molested in again

Damn still standing 
not looking
any different from before 
from the neighbors’
houses with their windows all their windows 
but who is looking out
these houses
all had their 
rectangular shapes their lawns the same shade 
of  green with garages set off  from the street 
the garages single-stalled way back there
in the back at the end of  the concrete drives 
way far back 
so protected 
from view

5. Digitus tertius; or, I google the statute of  limitations again

and up pops
a handy little ➝



graphic. A 
parking meter, EXPIRED tab 
flipped up like a middle finger, 
bold and red with white block letters. It’s whimsical, 
kind of. It’s courtesy
of  a law firm, this
picture. It’s all
about time. It’s 

12 minutes for each nickel, 
24 for each dime.

6. I googled the house I got molested in again (a collage)

“601 Griffin St., Grand Rapids, MI 
is a single family home that contains 1,484 square feet 
and was built in 1929. It contains 1.5 bathrooms.”

—Google Maps

601 Griffin St. is a single family home that contains 
1,484 square feet and was built in 1929. It contains 1.5 bathrooms, 
1.0 of  which I have been molested in. 

601 Griffin St. is a single family home that contains 
1,484 square feet and so much more
than feet.

Molestations in half  baths are far less spacious 
and thus not encouraged. 

601 Griffin is a single family home built in 1929, 
which was of  course the beginning
of  The Great Depression. It was a time
when molestations allegedly took place 
in black and white. Looking 
back, however, they actually occurred in gray.
Or may have never taken place at all.

Main-floor molestations are far less auspicious 
and thus not encouraged. Molestations should occur
in lower-traffic areas, such as upper-level full baths 
or, naturally, basements. See below.
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601 Griffin St. is a single family home that contains 
1,484 square feet, 1.0 molestable bathrooms, and, naturally, 
a Michigan basement. The so-called Michigan basement 

“is not a basement for entertaining. This kind of  basement 
is a general term for an unfinished, often damp, ‘dug-out’ basement 
with an earthen or cement floor. This type of  basement is regarded 
as one step up from a crawl space.”

—hunker.com/13413418/what-is-a-michigan-basement 

7. I googled the guy I got molested in again

Man
fuck
this 
technology I know 
where he lived 
lives now 
and before
and with who 
and that
he got married 
had kids got remarried
had kids fuck
that and fuck this
all 
and his construction business too

I bet they make shit homes

made of  straw

and shit

I bet

you could rear back 

and blow it all down in one breath
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8. I googled the house I got molested by again

God there it is looking still
unassuming with its clean whitish
face was there always
that lattice that
trellisy shit that 
whitewashed business on each side of  the porch
framing the concrete 
framing the stoop the steps the door
I walked through 
so many times
so many 
those steps 
leading up 
to who
knew what

9. I googled the guy and got molested again

God he still lives

up there with a wife and some
kids

that wife 

those kids 

with their 

God they don’t know
they don’t know

my God though
maybe they do

10. I googled the house I got molested in again

Look it
looks like 
they put ➝



some sort
of  star up there in the top 
of  the lowest 
peak on the face 
of  the home it looks

like an eye like some secret
society I never
really noticed that the house
is just three 
different triangles

sitting unassuming on a square

11. I googled the house I got molested in again

A single bush in front how ridiculous
it looks and it looks
more like
a silly little tree
the more I look
and it looks
out of  place 
trying to peek
in that big
front window 
as if
it weren’t 
really home
as if  something might
be going on inside

12. I googled the house and got molested again

which is why it might be good to ask

myself  now and then

why am I 

looking up

this place
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this time

time and 

time again why keep

up the looking

I don’t know

for certain but I have

to keep asking 

every time 

I zoom in

and it’s like walking up

that driveway again

how might I approach this place

this time

13. I googled the house I got molested in again, again

No but look 
I really can

zoom in though

like I really want to
get close again

here’s why 

look there

now I see the window see

who is looking out 


